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ENGINEERING AS A CAREER
OPTION AT ADAMAS
UNIVERSITY
Engineering and Technology has been
and will always be one of the most
sought after career paths for the
brightest minds. And why should it not
be? Even today, while there is a general
belief going around that the profession
has reached saturation and that many
of the engineering graduates are not
employable, in our country a major shift
has happened towards adoption of
digital means, tools and methods...

Read more

#PositiveCorona: Covid 19
Impact On Graduates &
Opportunities
The world is at shut down mode every
country is forced to accept lock down,
the threat has forced to maintain strict
social distancing and adaption of
distance learning. And habituating
people to adapt Virtual learning
(untested and unproven protocol) and it
really works.Continuous spreading of
the threat has led educational
institutions to shut down and mostly
impacted the (�nal year & pre �nal year)
graduates about the placements,
internship, publications and their future
goals...

Read more

CORONA POSITIVE OR POSITIVE
CORONA: A MECHANICAL
ENGINEER’S PERSPECTIVE
Be it the talk over a cup of coffee or the
table talk by the leaders of the world,
Corona Crisis is the buzz word. At
present times, our mornings start with a
dip into the negative impacts of COVID
19. With the industry hit hard, an
uncertain future looms large before the
graduating engineers and young
aspirants. But is there another side of
the story? I thought of reaching out to
my readers with the �ndings that hint at
transforming thoughts...

Read more

COVID-19: A WORLDWIDE
PANDEMIC BOOSTING THE
CYBER SECURITY ATTACKS
The effect of COVID-19 led the entire
world in a state of lockdown. For the
safety of the employees, all the
sectors have moved to work from
home facility. Even the sectors, where
the facility of work from home may
not have been considered from the
past few decades, have now started
implementing it as a necessity and
leaning more towards the digital
world. Every aspect of life has its pros
and cons. Now the question is all
about the future passive effect of 
COVID-19 ...

Read more

TEMPORARY TREATMENT
CENTRE FOR COVID-19 USING
MODULAR CONSTRUCTION

It is expected that in India lockdown
going to be extend up to 1st Week of
May 2020 to �atten the curve but
anyway some limited relaxation will be
given in the urban centres and rural
areas to help the poor and supporting
former to harvest Rabi Crop. Since
COVID-19 is a communicable disease,
once relaxation started in practice then it
is essential to be ready with enough
healthcare facilities especially
infrastructure with more quarantine
facilities, isolation wards and testing...

Read more

IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON
AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRIES

Since January, 2020 Covid-19 or Corona
virus spread all over the world and
create a situation the WHO have to
declare this is a Pandemic for world.
That creates a heavy impact in
economic, industries, social life
everywhere. Oil market is a not a
exception from that. Two big oil market
area like Russia and maximum area of
gulf countries like Iran, Iraq, UAE etc are
in situation that creates a heavy impacts
in oi market globally. As virus is
spreading beyond Asia then Europe that
suffer the continuous loss in oil market.
Even in India that lockdown...

Read more

THE DATA ANALYSIS
PROCESS

According to Wikipedia, Data analysis is
a process of inspecting, cleansing,
transforming and modeling data with
the goal of discovering useful
information, informing conclusions and
supporting decision-making. In this blog
we are going to learn about the data
analysis...

Teaching Learning process always play
like a key in every student's life.

Rupanwita Das Mahapatra, Assistant
Professor ,  Department of Electronics
and Communication Engineering talks
about  opportunities of studying
Embedded Systems.

Experience of B.Tech is not like just
winning a battle of sleepless nights for
studies and exams. It's a journey that
gives a lot of valuable experiences for
the holistic development of someone's
life.
 
Shaboo Hussain, an alumnus, B. Tech in
Computer Science & Engineering shares
the story of her unforgettable four-year-
journey with engineering at Adamas
University.

Watch Video

Watch Video

Trina Biswas, B.Tech in Computer

Science & Engineering from the

School of Engineering & Technology

currently placed at Indusnet
Technologies shares her

#AdamasExperience.
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Dear Reader,

Welcome to the fifth issue of #SOETEQUITY fortnightly newsletter! This newsletter

is designed to bring to you a wide range of engineering and technology-related

information in the form of informative videos, blogs and webinars. The theme of

this issue is "Engineering Next". In this issue, we focus on enormous

opportunities and positive impacts of Covid 19 on engineering career path.

This pandemic era has taught us many lessons of life. There is hardly any place

that remained unaffected. But as we know there is always some hidden positive in

all negative. Engineering education mainly technology is fully dealing with this

pandemic. Covid-19 is actually playing as a wake up call highlighting a new way of

innovation.

For your reading pleasure in this issue, we are discussing on positive impact of

this situation on engineering education from multiple perspectives. ‘Subscribe’ this

newsletter if you find it valuable and share it with your colleagues, friends and

family members. We are keen to know about your reading preferences. So, kindly

let us know about it. There is an option for your feedback at the end of the

newsletter.

Happy Reading!

-Editorial Team #SOETEQUITY

#IndustryEvolutionWebinar

The IETE Students’ Forum (ISF) of SOET conducted an online interactive

Webinar on “Industry Evolution, Fundamentals of Container/Kubernetes &
Associated Security”. Mr. Mandeep Singh, Technical Consultant, Digital
Native Vertical, Palo Alto Networks was present as the guest speaker. The

session was moderated by Mr. Jeet Banerjee, Assistant Professor, Electronics

and Communication Engineering, School of Engineering and Technology,

Adamas University. Participants found the webinar very useful for their

academics and career.

Watch Video

#EducationPlus

#Student'sCorner

#FacultySpeaks

#AlumniSpeak

#PlacementStory

#CallForArticles

EngineeringPlus+ is looking for student authors from School of Engineering and
Technology (Adamas University) who are willing to contribute short scienti�c or
technical articles for upcoming newsletter issues.  Links of any published
articles/blogs authored by you can also be shared for this purpose. Please send
your article/links to soetequity@adamasuniversity.ac.in mentioning your article
title, name, department and year.

Editorial Team:
Dr. Anish Deb (Editor) | Dr. Amitava Mukherjee | Mr. Pradip Bhowmick

Mr. Susamay Samanta | Ms. Tanaya Das

Contact Us:
soetequity@adamasuniversity.ac.in
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